
Kids’ Birthday Parties
Had my daughter’s 2nd birthday party over the weekend, and it
was a blast.  Family and friends came from far and wide, and
my daughter recognized the “Happy Birthday” song I’ve been
singing to her the past couple of weeks when everyone sang it
to her.  On a side note, I have a hint for parents everywhere,
including  myself  the  next  time  I  throw  a  kids’  birthday
party:  have something ready to give the kids to occupy them
before the party, otherwise excitement and anticipation will
get the best of them, ruining moods of kids and parents  My 3
kids were so anxious before the birthday party last weekend
that they were running around, fighting, and even tantruming. 
I would advise giving the birthday child his or her present
early (if they can all play with it without fighting!) or
setting aside some kind of toy for all of your kids.  Better
yet, line up someone who can take the kids out of the house
all together and let them arrive a mere 15 minutes before the
rest of the guests – now that would have been bliss.  It’s
just impossible to get last minute party preps finished with 3
(or any number, for that matter) wild children running amok. 
And forget about keeping the house clean while waiting for the
guests to arrive.  Here we are on Saturday, trying to keep the
kids sane and serve lunch all while getting things ready for
the party.  Then we had to clean up the mess the kids made
during lunch really quick before the guests began arriving,
after making sure that they actually ate something in their
excitement.  The formula added up to one hectic pre-party
morning and early afternoon, with the tantrum-thrower losing
her voice before the party began.

But overall, it was lots of fun; especially getting to see
family who aren’t often able to make the journey to Ohio from
Illinois.  I know the birthday girl appreciated it and had
lots of fun too, and I want to thank everyone who was a part
of her special day.  Thanks for the gifts and thanks most of
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all for being there to wish Disney a happy 2nd birthday. 
Special thanks goes to justj and his family for the very
special gifts they bestowed upon our family; as well as Carol
and Megan who also were thoughtful about giving each of the
girls a present.  This helped alleiviate much fighting later
in the day while we were suffering birthday party comedown. 
Another special thanks to the family who travelled hundreds of
miles to be there for Disney on her special day.  Family and
friends are the BEST!

BELOW: Disney eating her birthday cupcake
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